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Hello!
I am Alea Holladay.
➜ Founder and President of Sugar Glider 

Guardians

➜ Sugar glider enthusiast and student of all 
sugary things.

➜ Please be nice to me J

Email:
Alea@SugarGliderGuardians.com



a 501(c)(3) nonprofit organization

➜ Founded 2015
➜ 8 board members, 5 moderators

➜ Help gliders in need and educate owners on 
best practices of glider care

Sugar Glider 
Guardians



Programs and Resources
Mentoring Program

➜ Mentors help new 
owners 1:1

➜ 46 active mentors (US, 
CA, MX, UK)

➜ Mentor Spotlights

➜ Our mentors are 
AWESOME and we 
love them!! 

➜ We try to match up 
location

Support Sugar Glider 
Foundation

➜ Sent $8,709.14 in support 
of the diet study

➜ Use “Alea” when 
purchasing from 
Pet-pro.com

➜ Shop our special 
auctions

Physical Rescue

➜ Located in Cypress, 
Texas, near Houston

➜ Walk-in aviary

➜ 9+ rescue cages, quick 
turnaround

➜ Temp and noise alarm, 
camera, backup power

➜ Vet: ABC Animal and 
Bird Clinic in Sugar 
Land, Texas



Cypress, Texas
Sugar Glider Guardians Rescue



$143,213.72
Total disbursements!



2,200 since March 2020
that’s a lot of mentees!

436
gliders through our Texas rescue, 

plus 4 dogs and 5 birds J

26,000+ 
group members



And More!!
➜ Partnerships
➜ Neuter program

➜ Pouch program

➜ Vendors
➜ Fundraising

➜ Rescue network
➜ Files and lists

➜ Tutorials

➜ 25 Days of Warm 
Fuzzbutts Countdown 
to Christmas

➜ Food samples
➜ Trainings and 

education
➜ Safety Saturdays

➜ Informative website
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11Pouch Tutorial



12Nail Trim Video
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15Global Vet Map & List
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Apply to Adopt!
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Support Sugar 
Glider Guardians

➜ Choose SGG as your charity on Amazon 
Smile J

➜ Use “Alea” in the referral box when buying 
from Pet-pro to support the diet study

➜ Shop and adopt with us!

➜ Do a Facebook birthday Fundraiser!

➜ Report unfriendly activity to admins

➜ Volunteer your time

➜ Donate money or items



Monsters & 
Mayhem

Troubleshooting and tips for 
your tiny marsupial monsters



1. Alarming 
Ailments

Glider health issues and what to do 
when you see them. 



“Scary monsters do 
not have plaque.”

-Mike Wazowski, 
‘Monsters, Inc.’



Dental Problems
Symptoms

➜Wet looking belly

➜Head tilt while eating

➜Grabbing at mouth

➜Weight loss

➜Avoiding hard foods or 
just licking them 

➜Poor grooming

➜Black teeth or 
excessive plaque

➜Bleeding gums

➜Bump under chin 

➜Slightly puffy face

Causes

➜Diet that is low in calcium 
or high in sugar

➜Lack of dental cleanings

➜Poor genetics

➜Age

Cure and Prevention
➜Dental cleanings

➜Tooth extractions and x-
rays

➜Better diet

➜Ongoing care required



Facial Abscess
➜ Often caused by bad teeth
➜ Abscesses can be multiple and 

connected

➜ Veterinary care is required
➜ Antibiotics alone aren’t sufficient

➜ X incision(s) can help with 
drainage and healing

➜ Can be a long recovery process

➜ Can recur



Seizures
➜ Consider how long the seizures last and 

whether medication would be useful

➜ Consider the apparent cause of the 
seizures

➜ Gradually work towards fewer seizures 
if possible

➜ Try to avoid seizure-inducing situations

➜ Several seizures in a row usually means 
death is imminent



Overgrooming 

& Self 

Mutilation
➜ E-collars and jackets may be 

necessary

➜ Separate from others

➜ Sometimes gliders auto-amputate

➜ Vet visit often required

➜ Can be a symptom of 
○ Stress/Loneliness
○ Pain
○ Parasitic infection



Dominance Wound:
➜ Located on back, neck, or 

shoulders

➜ Can be given by any glider to 
any glider

➜ Separate until wound is healed

➜ Veterinary care recommended
➜ Avoid stitches

➜ Watch for signs of infection or 
complications (Mo)



Urinary Tract 
Infections

➜ Hissing while peeing (different 
than hissing while pooping)

➜ Strong smelling urine

➜ Veterinary care is required for 
antibiotics, tests aren’t necessary

➜ If the antibiotics don’t work, its 
probably not a UTI

➜ These can recur



Lethargy
➜ Keep the glider warm and 

hydrated

➜ Make sure there are at least 
two fully functioning water 
sources!

➜ Veterinary care can help a lot
➜ Dangerous condition, sign of 

something seriously wrong



Injuries to 
extremities

➜ Usually not an emergency

➜ Often caused by entanglement, unsafe 
items in cage, or other gliders in cages 
too close toghether

➜ Amputation is likely necessary

➜ High risk of self mutilation



Joey Problems
➜ Rejection
➜ Cannibalism or injuries (left 

photo)

➜ Failure to gain weight
➜ Ick (right two pictures) 

requires veterinary care or 
the glider will likely die



Poop Problems
Diarrhea:
➜ Sometimes caused 

by parasitic infection

➜ Symptom of 
something else

➜ Probiotics and 
medications can help 
and treat parasite

Constipation:
➜ Less common than 

owners think

➜ Lactulose can be 
used with extreme 
caution 

➜ True constipation 
can be difficult to 
treat and can recur



Prolapsed Penis
➜ Wait several hours (at least!) 

before intervention! It can be 
normal (left photo is healthy)

➜ If you see necrotic tissue (right), 
amputation will be necessary

➜ Don’t worry if they lose some of it, 
they don’t pee from the tips 

➜ Mutilation of penis can be a sign 
of pain in a nearby area



Extreme Temperature 
Variations

To keep warm:
➜ Consider going elsewhere

➜ Use space heaters or 
handwarmers (cautiously)

➜ Use extra blankets and cage 
covers

➜ Use your own body heat

➜ Be prepared in advance

To keep cool:
➜ Consider going elsewhere

➜ Use open pouches and 
fans

➜ Don’t take your gliders 
out in the heat of summer

➜ Be prepared in advance



“
Other 

Emergencies

➜ Keep the glider warm and hydrated
➜ Consider an emergency vet, including 

cost and likely outcome

➜ Be prepared before the emergency 
happens

➜ Have pain medication on hand if 
possible



2. Misbehaving 
Monsters

Glider behavioral issues and what 
to do when you see them. 



Fighting and Food Aggression
➜ Have two food stations
➜ Be sure all males are neutered
➜ Change things up

Refusal to Eat
➜ Overweight are at risk of hepatic lipidosis

(fatty liver)
➜ Try many foods often

➜ Diet in general: Don’t just settle for what they 
like



Escaped Gliders
➜ Restrain other pets
➜ Close windows and doors

➜ Don’t do laundry, don’t sit or step 
on anything

➜ Use treats, pouches

➜ Consider what they could have 
fallen into

➜ Check toilets, standing water



3. Horrifying 

Humans

Human behavioral issues and what 
to do when you see them. 



“Whoever fights 
monsters should see to 
it that in the process he 
does not become a 
monster.”

-Friedrich Nietzche



A glider who needs 
new humans

Gliders being neglected, or gliders for sale on 
Craigslist, Facebook, pet stores, or other 
platforms:

➜ Can you really help this glider?

➜ Ask for help J

➜ Make friends first

➜ Tell them about your glider, be empathetic, 
share experiences, ask how you can help

➜ Offer



Rehoming Your Gliders
➜ Be extremely choosy! 
➜ Ask for photos and references
➜ Supplies can be fixed more 

easily than people
➜ Use our adoption agreement



Bullying or 
Unkindness:

➜ Report to an admin or send a 
screen shot

➜ Send a message to the person 
under attack 

➜ Post a reminder to be friendly

➜ Give better advice and explain it



Thank 
you! 

Thank you to Bobbi 
Tindle, LeAnne Deel, 

and the OGG. 



Questions?
➜ Email: 

Alea@SugarGliderGuardians.com


